
Detecto 1106DKK Mechanical Platform Dial Scale Legal for Trade, 150 kg x
250 g

Detecto's compact and rugged 1100 Series Heavy-Duty Bench Dial Scales offer
high accuracy and sturdy construction with minimum scale maintenance. Legal for
Trade 

 

Manufature: Detecto
SKU: 1106DKK  

UPC: 809161115406 
Dimensions

X: 45.00   Y: 26.00   Z: 
31.00 

Please Call
(800)832-0055 

Features

Capacity x Readability: 150 kg x 250 g - Legal for Trade

Detectos compact and rugged 1100 Series Heavy-Duty Bench Dial Scales offer high accuracy and
sturdy construction with minimum scale maintenance, due in part to their thermal elastic
temperature-compensating springs and oil dashpot which are standard and add long-term accuracy.

The underlying principle of the 1100 Series is precision engineering, with every component part
specially designed to ensure sustained, long-term accuracy under prolonged usage. Special tip
locks and bearings prevent platform tipping which avoids pivot and bearing abuse and assures
accurate long life weighing. Side checks bring the platform to rest quickly, providing accurate
readings from the large 19 (483mm) dial. Zero adjustment is located on the top outside of the dial
housing making it readily accessible.

Detecto 1100 Series Specifications



Capacities:

1100DB - 50 lb x 1 oz
1102DE - 100 lb x 2 oz
1102EDX - 100 lb x .1 lb
1105DG - 200 lb x 4 oz
1100DK - 300 lb x 8 oz
1100DBK - 25 kg x 25 g
1102EDK - 50 kg x 50 g
1106DKK - 150 kg x 250 g

Dial: 19 (483mm) single dial, covered with glass, white face with black lettering

Reading Line: 15 (381mm) diameter

Platform: 14 W x 19 D / 356mm W x 483mm D

Shipping
Weight: 150 lb / 68 kg

Scales from us provide a 90 days replacement guarantee ONLY if the product is non functional, and
customer must save original package. 
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